The determination of finite groups which can be represented as a group of 7 X 7 matrices irreducible over the complex numbers is finished in this paper. To simplify the cases, the matrices are assumed unimodular and the groups are primitive. The groups discussed here are essentially simple and have orders 7 5 α 3 δ 2 c . The theory of groups with a prime to the first power in the group order and of course the representation of degree seven are used heavily in the determination. This paper is the third in a series of papers discussing linear groups, the first two being [24, 25] . We shall prove the following result.
THEOREM I. Suppose G has an irreducible complex representation X of degree 7 which is faithful, primitive and unimodular. Suppose, further, by [5, 4A] , Z, the center of G, has order 1 or 7 and G = G γ x Z for a subgroup G x of G. We prove that G x is one of the following groups. Let \ G λ \ be the cardinality of G±.
I. G, ~ PSL (2, 13) \G ί \ = 13.7 3 2 2 = 1092. II. G, ~ PSL (2, 8) I G, \ = 7 3 2 .2 3 .= 504. III. G, ~ Λ I <?! I = 8!/2 = 20160. IV. G ι ~ PSL{2, 7) I G x | = 7-3.2 3 -168. V. G x ~ EΓ a (3) \G,\ = 7.3 3 2 5 -6048. VI. G, s S 6 (2) I G t I -7.5.3 4 2 9 -1451520.
VII. An extension of III, IV, V by an automorphism of order 2 or an extension of II by an automorphism of order 3. For III it is S 8 ; for IV it is induced by PGL{2,7). For V and II it is induced by field automorphisms. For V it is G 2 (2).
This result together with [25, Th. 4.1] determines the linear groups of degree 7. The proof is in several parts. Rather than use the notation G 1 we assume G is as stated in the theorem and assume Z = e. Set I G \ = g, the order of G. By [5, 4A] we know \G\ = 7 g { where 7 Jf g Q . Let | G | = g = 7 5 α 3 δ 2 c . We use the notation of [24, 25] . Thus χ is the character of X. As χ is of zero 7-defect, χ(ζ) = 0 where ζ is an element of order 7 [7, Th. 1] . This means the eigenvalues are all distinct and so by [5, 3F] C(P) -P where P 207 0 208 DAVID B. WALES is a 7-Sylow group. The characters of G satisfy many properties described in [5, §8] . These are different depending on the value s = I N(P)/P\. The possible values are 2, 3, or 6. The value s = 1 is impossible as by Burnside's theorem there would be a normal 7-complement contradicting the primitivity of X. The cases 2, 3, 6 are treated separately. The case s = 6 is by far the most difficult. It is treated first ( § 2- § 5) because some of the ideas are used for the case s = 3 ( § 7). However much of the treatment for s = 3 ( § 7) and all of the treatment for s = 2 ( § 6) is independent of the earlier sections and can be read independently.
If there are primes higher than 7 occurring in g = \ G |, G is case I by [17, 5, 2D] . In the remaining cases we assume g = 7 5
α 3 δ 2\ We know by [5, 3E and 25, 2.6 ] that a ^ 6, b ^ 8, c ^ 10. A flow chart for the order of the elimination is given at the end.
As in [24 or 25] , some notation is standard. Thus if K is a subset of G, C{K) and N(K) are the centralizer and normalizer of N.
If 7 e G we define N(j) = JV«7». Also set C(K) Π -BΓ = Z(K).
Let K\ denote the cardinality of K. We have set \G\ = g. We mention Theorem 2.1 of [25] which says that a 5-Sylow group of G is abelian. We label the principal p-block B Q (p) for any prime p dividing g.
2.
Preliminary properties of χ when s = 6. We first assume 8 = 6, G = G\ By [5, 8A] , G is simple. As in [5, §8] the results of [2] apply to G. There are seven characters χ iy i -0, 1, •••, 6, in B Q (7) of G. Their degrees x i9 i = 0, 1, « ,6 are congruent to ±1 (mod 7). We set χ t (£) = δ i9 i = 0, 1, .. , 6. Here ^ = ±1, £ is an element of order 7. The degree equation for B 0 (7) is Xi =0 <M; = 0* [2, Th. 11 or 5, §8] . We assume χ 0 is the identity character.
If χ is the character of degree 7 corresponding to X we have XX = Zo + Σ ΛίZ* + 5? .
Here η is a sum of irreducible characters of G oi zero 7-defect.. There must be some i with a t Φ 0 i = 1, 2, , 6 for which ί< = -1. This is because χ(ξ) = 0 and so χχ(f) = 0. The possible values of x c are 6, 20, 27, and 48 . This means G must have a character, say χ i9 of degree 6, 20, 27, or 48. We will consider each of these cases individually in this and later sections. The case x { = 6 is easily eliminated by considering the restriction of χ to N (ξ) .
As this analysis will be needed in later sections, we include more than is necessary here.
Let N = N(ξ). We are assuming | N\ = 42 = 7-6. Let τ be an If XJ is a character of G of degree 6 χ 3 \ N = ^6. However the eigenvalues of the representation corresponding to ψ β (τ) are 1, -1, -ε, -ε 2 , ε, ε 2 . This means the determinant is -1. The representation Xj corresponding to χ 5 cannot be unimodular and so G Φ G r . As we are assuming in this section that G' -G we can assume there are no characters χ ό of degree 6.
For later use we require some further results. The restriction of x to N must contain ψ 6 and ψ 3 -0 <^ j ^ 5 as constituents. In order that X(τ) be unimodular, j = 3. This gives (2.1) x I N = ^3 + ^6 .
Let P 2 (χ) be the character corresponding to the symmetric tensors of rank 2 for X and C 2 (χ) be the character corresponding to the skew symmetric tensors of rank 2. Their restrictions to N are as follows
We obtain similar results for a character χ 3 of degree 8 or 20. Here χ s \ N will have two linear constituents. The character ψ 6 of degree six will appear once if χ β has degree 8 and three times if χ 5 has degree 20. As the representation corresponding to χ 0 is unimodular there are three possibilities for the two linear constituents. These are ψ 0 + ψ Z9 ψ 1 + ψ 21 ψ i + ψ δm If χ y has degree 8 this gives If χj has degree 20 the corresponding result is
If XJ is real the only possibilities are (2.4)(i) or (2.5)(i).
The following lemma will be needed several times. This means μ = μ\ In particular μ a \ Q = μ \ Q. Let η = σ 10 . We have μ 7 * \ Q = μ \ Q = μ° | Q. This implies μ° \ Q = μ I Q a contradiction. We see μ, μ σ , μ, μ° are all distinct. Clearly none can be real. This proves the lemma.
Several times we will need to study the case in which Q is cyclic of order 5. That is g = 7 5 3 δ 2 c . The results of [2] can be applied for p = 5. Let π be an element of order 5. By Burnside's theorem C(π) = <X> x V. As there are no elements of order 5 7, | V\ = 3 β 2 r . Let I N(π)/C(π) \ = w. As G has no normal 5-complement w is 2 or 4 by Burnside's theorem. Each 5 block contains e nonexceptional characters and 4/β exceptional characters where β is 1, 2, or 4. Let 5 X (5) be the 5-block containing χ. If χ is nonexceptional there are two possibilities for χ | C(π) as can be seen from close inspection of [2, II, Th. 1] V is nonabelian; in the case (2.7) V is abelian. Suppose χ is exceptional. If s -4 and e -1 or 2 an examination of [2, II, Th. 1] shows χ cannot have degree 7. If e = 4 any of the •characters in ^(5) can be chosen exceptional and so χ can be chosen nonexceptional. In any case X satisfies (2.6) or (2.7). If s = 2, there are at least two characters χ and χ' of degree 7 in B^S). By [7, p. 579] χχ' has a constituent in B 0 (5). As χφχ! this constituent is not # 0 and so J3 0 (5) has a nontrivial character whose degree is at most 49. By [2] there are three characters in JB 0 (5) besides x 0 . Their degrees must be congruent to ± 1 or 0 mod 7. By examining the possibilities one sees the smallest such degree equation for B 0 (5) is 1 + 63 = 64. This means χ cannot be exceptional and so χ must satisfy (2.6) or (2.7).
3. The case χχ = χ 0 + χ lf degχ, = 48, g = 7.5 α .3 δ 2 c . In this section we consider the case IB where χχ -χ 0 + χ ιy degχ x .= 48. We still assume s = 6. This case is eliminated by first showing χ is rational when restricted to 5-Sylow group and so α^l. The case a = 1 is eliminated by finding C(π) where π is an element of order 5. The case a -0 is then eliminated using some results in [6] .
Suppose χ γ is not rational. In particular let σ be an element of the Galois group of a splitting field K for G over the rationale for which fa)* Φ χ l9 Clearly χ°χ° = χ 0 + χ% This implies χχ σ χχ σ has χ 0 as a constituent with multiplicity 1. This means χχ° of degree 49 is irreducible giving a contradiction. We see χ 1 is rational. Also χχ -χ 0 + χ x must be rational Let π be an element of order 5. Suppose χ \ <V> = 2<=i 6Λ where the λ if ΐ = 1, 2, , ί are distinct linear characters of <Vr)>, δ { ^ 0. Certainly t ^ 5 and ΣU δ< = 7. If c = ΣU(6i) None of these are conjugate to ε^ and so we have too many constituents. This means X ly λ 2 , λ 3 are all distinct. Also ε 19 ε 2 , ε 3 , ε 4 are all distinct as their fifth powers are distinct. This means the trivial character of <V> occurs seven times. The number of conjugates of any nontrivial character is 4 or 20 and hence divisible by 4. However 4 142. This means there are no elements of order 5 2 in G. We have shown χ is rational on a 5-Sylow group. In particular, by [21] a ^ 1. We now consider this case, case IB(ii) of the flow chart. There are two possibilities for χ | C(π), (2.6) and (2.7). In case (2.7), C(π) is abelian as χ | C(π) has seven linear constituents. In case (2.6), V is nonabelian as χ | V has a constituent of degree 2.
We may also consider the restriction χ x | V x π. Here χ λ (π) = 3. The only possibility [2, II, Th. 1] is χ, \ V x TΓ = 0 λ°, deg ^ = 3. This means V is nonabelian as θ is irreducible. In particular, case (2.7) above does not occur. The character θ is rational as χ x is rational. As χχ = χ 0 -f -χ ί we have ^^ ~ Θ Q -]-θ where Θ Q is the trivial character of V, χ \ V x <(TT^> = θ x + Σΐ=oλ' φ.
We know χ | F= ^ + 5φ. If i? is in the kernel of θ 19 (φ{R)f = 1 by the unimodularity of X. This means <p(R) = 1 and so θ x is faithful. Let V 3 be a 3-Sylow group of V. If there is an element J in V for which θ λ (J) = -2, (J) = l and Blichfeldt's theorem is violated for X and JR. This means <5 ^ 2. As F/iΓ has a representation of degree 3, δ = 2. If F 2 is elementary abelian there is an element J for which Θ 2 (J) = -2. We see F 2 is cyclic. This means there is a normal 2-complement. However, in this case there can be no character of degree 3 by Ito's theorem [12, 53.18] . This shows there are no elements of order 3 in K.
As V/K has a rational character of degree 3 | V\ -3 2\ Here V has characters of degree 3 and 2. As 3 2 + 2 2 > 12 we see | V\ = 3 2 3 . This means V 2 is nonabelian and so there is an involution in Z{V) for which Θ X {J) = -2. Let T be an element of order 3 in V.
the element TJ would contradict Blichfeldt's theorem. This means θ t (T) = 1 + u or 1 + n 2 . We see d γ Φ θ γ . By the unimodularity of X, χ(Γ) = 1 + 6u. We see T is not conjugate to T~ι in G. There must be a normal three complement to <T> in F and so the number of linear characters of F is a multiple of three.
The characters obtained so far have degrees 1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 2. There must be one further character of degree 2. As Θ 1 Θ 1 -θ 0 + θ has two irreducible constituents, Θ 1 Θ 1 -P 2 {β^) + CJφύ must have two irreducible constituents. These are the characters corresponding to the symmetric tensors of rank 2, P 2 (#i), and the skew symmetric tensors of rank 2, Clθ,). We see
, where i; e F. Let t = P 2 (χ). Clearly t(^) = ^(^). This means ψ is in the same 5-block as χ 1# Denote this 5-block bŷ (5). Evaluating ψ(T) we find ^(Γ) = {(1 + 6u) 2 + (1 + 6<)}/2 = -5 + 15% 2 . This means ψ Φ ψ. However ψ(πv) = ψ(πv) for veV and so ψ e ^(5). We show case I B(ii) is impossible by showing the block 1^(5) cannot be completed without giving a contradiction.
There cannot be two exceptional characters in B t (5) or there would be too many characters. Here ψ, ψ cannot be the exceptional characters as 28 = 48 (mod 5). This means there are two missing characters with degrees R and S. There are two cases for the degree equation 104 + R = S and 104 = R + S. There must be one more character from B Q (7) and one whose degree is not divisible by 3. If the degree of the character from B Q (7) is not divisible by 3 it must be 8, 64, or 512. The only solution is 48 + 28 + 28 + 8 = 112. If the character of degree 8 is denoted by χ 6 , χ 6 1 V = θ + 5ζ where ζ is linear. As Θ(J) = 3 we see ζ(J) = 1. This means J is in the kernel of χ 6 contradicting the simplicity of G. This means R or S is of the form 7-2* where 7 2 β = ±2 (mod 5). The degree of the character in B 0 (Ί) is divisible by 3. We see B = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 7-2* = 1 (mod 3). We need only consider the cases 7-2* = 3 (mod 5). The values are 28, 448, 7168. There are no solutions. This case is therefore impossible and we can assume g -7 3 δ 2 c . We now begin Case IB (iii). We assume s = 6, g = 7 3
6 2\ We know 6^8. By Sylow's theorem b -1, 3, 5, 7. There must be a character of degree 27 or 729 and one of degree 8,64, or 512 .
If a character of degree 729 occurs it must be in a 3-block containing 3 characters of degree 729, for if not there would be a character of degree at least 6-729. The degree equation would then ί 8) be 1 + 729 + 729 + 729 + \ 64 [ = 48 + χ 6 . There is no solution.
(512) There must be a character χ 3 of degree 27. Let g = 7 3 δ 2 c . Sylow's theorem gives b = 3, 5, 7. Suppose first 6 = 3. Then c = 3, 6, 9. If c = 3 or 6, g < 20,000. All simple groups of order at most 20,000 are listed in [19] and none have this order. If c -9 the result [6, 1H] is contradicted as 2 9 ^ 12-3 3 = 324. When 6 = 5 or 7 [6, 1L] can be applied to show there is no character of degree 512. As there must be a character of degree 2 B it must be 8 or 64. Each of these cases can be eliminated with a routine elimination of degree equations using block separation and Schur's theorem [21] » We do not include the details. We begin with a preliminary discussion regarding the tree for the prime 7 [2] . The character χ is a principal 7-indecomposable and so χχ is a sum of principal 7-indecomposables [9] . There is exactly one principal indecomposable containing χ 0 as a constituent. This is χ 0 + χ ά where χ y is adjacent to χ 0 on the tree. This means χ 0 + χ ά is a constituent of χχ. We have already eliminated the case Xj = 6 or Xj = 48. This means x ά is 20 or 27. We are assuming x 1 = 20. If Xj = 27, χχ would have two linear constituents contradicting the simplicity of G or the irreducibility of χ. This means Xj = 20. Suppose j Φ 1. This would mean χχ = χ 0 + χ x + χ y + μ. Here μ would be of degree 8. Clearly χ ό is real as it is adjacent to χ 0 on the stem. Also μ is real as it is the only constituent of χχ of degree 8 and χχ is real. Using (2.4) and (2.5) we see χ 0 + μ + χ ά \ N has ψ Q as constituent with multiplicity 3. However (2.2) and (2.3) imply χχ I N has ψ 0 as constituent with multiplicity 2. This means j = 1 and so χ L is adjacent to χ 0 on the stem.
Let χχ = χ 0 + Xi + μ As above #! is real. From (2.2)-(2.5) we see
In particular ψ 0 and i/r 3 are not constituents of μ\N. This means by (2.1) that μ has no irreducible constituent of degree 7. By (2.5), μ has no real constituent of degree 20. As μ itself is real it can have no constituent of degree 20. By (2.4), μ has no real constituent of degree 8. If there is a nonreal constituent its conjugate also appears as μ is real. This leaves a remaining constituent of degree at most 12 which is impossible as no χ^ has degree 6. This means μ is irreducible or has two constituents of degree 14.
We can now show χ t is rational. Suppose there is some element σ of the Galois group of K such that χl Φ χ t .
has no constituent of degree 20, χl must be adjacent to χ 0 on the stem. However this means χ x -χ%
We now show that χ t is not in the principal 5-block JB 0 (5). In fact we show that a character η of degree 20 in J5 0 (5) must be irrational when restricted to a 5-Sylow group Q. Suppose not. If π has order 5, rj(π) = -5. If there is an elementary abelian subgroup of Q of order 5 2 summing the character η over the subgroup gives ( -5)(24) + 20 < 0 giving a contradiction. If Q has order 5 2 , η has 5-defect 1 and so 7]gB 0 (5). This gives the result as there are no elements of order 5 3 in G. Let B 2 (5) be the 5-block containing χ γ . We will now assume a ^ 2. This is Case IC(i) in the flow chart. We have (4.2) χχ = Xo + Xi + μ-Again, let Q be a 5-Sylow group. As a ^ 2, χ | Q cannot be rational by Schur [21] . Let σ be an element of the Galois group of a splitting field K which fixes all p-th roots of unity for primes p other than 5. Set for any 5-regular <#. We apply (4.5) with B = B 2 (5), the 5-block containing χ lβ The character χ L appears with multiplicity one on the right hand side. There is possibly one second character of degree 14 appearing with no zero coefficient on the right hand side. The degree is therefore 20 or 34. In particular it is congruent to -1 (mod 7). This means the left hand side must contain a character χ 3 of degree 20 or 27. As (4.3) is a sum of principal 7-indecomposables there is a character χ k whose degree is congruent to 1 (mod 7). Its degree must be 8 or 15. Also χ 3 and χ k are adjacent on the tree.
Suppose x k = 8. It follows from the discussion in the above paragraph that χ k gB 2 (5) .
As N is 5-regular we may use (4.5), (4.1), and (2.4) to see χ k cannot be real. If χ k \ Q is not rational where Q is a 5-Sylow group of G, then Lemma 2.1 gives four nonreal conjugates of χ 3 . The degree equation for B 0 (Ί) must now be 1 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 20 + 13. This is impossible and so χ k \ Q is rational. By Schur's theorem [21] , a <^ 2. As we are assuming a Ξ> 2 we have a = 2. Also i? 2 (5) is of defect 1 and so the right hand side of (4.5) is χ t . This means χ y has degree 20 and χ ι = χ 3 for 5-regular elements.
Suppose j Φ 1 and so χ 3 -Φχ x . If χ, is not real the degree equation becomes 1 + 8 + 8 + 43 = 20 + 20 + 20 which is impossible. If χ 3 is real it is on the stem. The stem has 5 characters giving
The character χ t has degree 8 or 15. This is impossible as 8 + 8 + 8 > 20 and so 2x k + x t > x 5 . This means j = 1 and so χ 0 = χ 1# As χ 3 = χ x and there are no characters with degree smaller than 8, the tree must be
•Ik
The 7-modular constituents of χ γ are therefore of degree 1, 8, 8, and 3. By [23] the constituent of degree 3 is realizable in GF (7). However 5 2 \ I GL(3,7) I giving a contradiction. This means x k = 15. Suppose now χ k has degree 15. Let χ k be in the 5-block J3*(5). We assume first B* (5) Because χ k e J5 0 (5), χ k (π) must be irrational for any element π of order 5. This means χ k \Q is irrational where Q is a 5-Sylow group of G. If Xi is not real Lemma 2.1 gives four nonreal conjugates of χ k . The degree equation is impossible. Therefore χ k is real. If χl is a conjugate of χ k a similar argument with χ σ shows χl is real. There is at least one such χl Φ χ k .
Assume first χ 3 = χ 1# As χ k and χl are real they are on the stem. The stem contains at least five characters. Also χ k is adjacent to χ x on the stem. This forces a branch at χ x . The tree must be
Clearly x ι = 8 and G has a 7-modular representation of degree 3. This contradicts a ^ 2 and implies χ 3 Φ χ x . We now eliminate this case using the tree and the degree equation. The tree has at least 5 real characters as χ 0 , χ 19 χ j9 χ k1 χl are all real. A branch at χ t implies a 7-modular character of degree 3 which is a contradiction. This means the character χ x adjacent to χ x other than χ 0 must have degree at least 19 and so cannot be χ k or χl. In turn the stem must have 7 characters. If χ j has degree 27 the configuration
implies χl has a 7-modular constituent of degree 3 again giving a contradiction as a ^ 2 [23] . This is eliminated by 5-block separation using B 2 (5). We have completed all cases where a ^ 2 which is part IC(i) of the flow chart.
We now consider the case in which a = 1. This is IC(ii) of the flow chart. We use the results (2.6) and (2.7). The case is eliminated by a careful examination of the decompositions of χχ and χχ and their restrictions to C(π). The results of [2] provide contradictions for each of the possibilities for decompositions of χχ and χχ.
We know from (2.6) and (2.7) that χ is 5-rational, that is χ lies in the field of g/5th roots of unity. This can also be shown using (4.5). We know that χχ = χ 0 + χ x + μ. From (4.1) we know that μ is either irreducible or has two constituents μ ± and μ 2 of degree 14. Also (4.1) shows μ L \ N Φ μ 2 \ N. As χ is 5-rational so is μ. As N consists of 5-regular elements, μ λ and μ 2 are 5-rational also when μ is reducible. This means that the constituents of χχ of full 5-defect are all 5-rational and consequently nonexceptional for p -5. [2] .
Let S o be the character of <V> defined by S 0 (e) = 5, S 0 (π) = 0 In case (2.6) let y = θ, in case (2.7) let y = <p x + <p 2 . Then by (2.6) or (2. , τ< are conjugate in ΛΓ(7r) and so T< = 1, 2, 4. Using 4.6 and 4.2 we see ±ψ x ±ψ 2 -ξ t . If ψ λ Φ ψ 2 both signs must be plus. Interchanging ψ 1 with ψ 2 if necessary we may assume ψ λ has degree 1, τ t = 1. But then degree /^ Ξ 1 (mod 5) giving a contradiction. If ψ t = α/r 2 then both signs must be equal.
As ξ λ has odd degree this is impossible.
This contradiction implies that μ must be irreducible. We mayset μ I C(π) = ± ψ + S as before. This time ψ = f 1# As f is a sum of τ irreducible characters # J " of C(π) with the same degree and τ = 1, 2, 4, we see τ = 1 and 0 1 has degree 3. In particular V is nonabelian and so case (2.6) holds. This gives ΘΘ = ξ 0 + Θ\ The same technique can be applied to χχ. We have first that XX = P*(X) + C 2 (χ). Using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) it can be seen that the constituents of χχ are all of zero 7-defect. As χχ has three distinct irreducible constituents so does χχ. Using (2.2) and (2.3) we see that either P 2 (χ) has two distinct constituents of degree 14 and C 2 (χ) is irreducible or P 2 (χ) is irreducible and C 2 (χ) has constituents of degrees 14 and 7. Let these be η l9 η 2 , η z . We may again check using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) that they are 5-rational.
We also have θ 2 = P 2 (θ) + C 2 (θ). Also P 2 (θ) and C 2 (θ) are irreducible as θθ = f 0 + θ 1 . As before we may set % \ C(π) -±ψi + S< where the ψi are sums of characters conjugate in N(π) each with π in the kernel. We have ±ψ ί ±ψ t ±ψs = Ptf) + C 2 {θ) .
If the φ i9 i = 1, 2, 3 are all distinct there would be three constituents on the right. It is easy to see that we may assume ψ 1 = ψ 2 and the signs are opposite. Therefore ψ^ = P 2 (#) + C 2 (θ) which is impossible as P 2 (θ) is irreducible of degree 3 and ψ 5 is a sum of irreducible characters of the same degree. This contradiction finishes this section. . Cases are eliminated by first showing χ is rational when restricted to a 3-Sylow group. This is done much as in § 4 where it was shown that χ restricted to a 5-Sylow group was rational. Here the character χ x of degree 27 cannot be in the principal 3-block by [8] . We can therefore use relations like (4.5) for the 3-block containing χ lβ Once it is known that χ restricted to a 3-Sylow group is rational, the value of b is at most 4 by Schur [21] . As χ γ is of degree 27, b ^ 3. The two cases 6 = 3 and 6 = 4 are treated separately. For 6 = 3, the generalized decomposition numbers for χ on C(τ 2 ) are examined where τ 2 is of order 3 and normalizes a 7-Sylow group. These lead to a contradiction. For 6 = 4, the 3-Sylow group is determined explicitly. The character χ 1 is of 3-defect 1. The various possibilities for the tree are eliminated except of course the one leading to S 6 (2) . In this case it is shown there is an involution J for which χ(J) --5. Adjoining -I to the matrices X(G) gives a group generated by reflections. These groups are all known and we obtain S 6 (2) .
The analysis here is much longer than in preceding sections and we do not give all the details. Where arguments are similar to earlier arguments they are not repeated. In eliminating cases, the various known techniques involving block separation, cyclic defect groups, etc., are used implicitly. Consequently, only the most troublesome cases are treated.
Let xχ -χ 0 + Xι + μ lί μ contained a constituent of 7-defect 1 its degree would by 6, 8, or 20. We have ruled out a degree 6 in §2. As μ has degree 21, μ has no constituents of 7-defect 1. As in § 4, χ Q + χ x is a principal 7-indecomposable and so χ x adjoins χ 0 on the stem. In particular χ ι is real. As in § 4, χ γ is rational. We now consider the case in which χ | S is not rational. Here S is a 3-Sylow group of G. This is part ID(i) of the flow chart. Let 1^(3) be the 3-block containing χ x . By [8] it is not of full defect. This means that £^(3) Φ B Q (S) where J? 0 (3) is the principal 3-block. Also the degrees of the characters in 1^(3) are all divisible by 3. Let σ be an element of the Galois group of K which fixes all roots of unity except 3rd roots of unity and for which χ σ \ S Φ χ | S. This will mean χ°χ and χχ are equal on 3-regular elements. Let (5.2) tx = Σ b& .
Let μ = Σ c£i. We have for 3-regular elements p
where the sum Σ 1 is taken only over the characters ζ 4 in 1^(3). If some Ci Φ 0 appearing in (5.3) the degree ζ t must be 21 as such degrees must be divisible by 3. This means some constituent of (5.2) is linear giving a contradiction. Therefore the degree of Σ 1 &; C* is 27. There must be a 6^ Φ 0 appearing in (5.3) for which the degree is congruent to -1 (mod 7). It can only be 27. This gives for 3-regular elements p
χi (p) = Up) where ζ x is an irreducible character of G in ^(3). As in § 4 there are two cases (i) ζ L = χ t and (ii) ζ 1 Φ% ι .
In either case there must be exactly one further character ζ 2 in j? o (7) appearing in (5.2). Its degree must be 8 or 15. As χ σ χ must be a sum of principal indecomposables ζ x + ζ 2 must be a sum of principal indecomposables and so ζ 2 is adjacent to ζ L on the tree.
It is now possible to eliminate each of these cases by careful analysis of the tree. The method is routine using block separation, properties of the tree, and the degree equation. Lemma 2.1 and Schur's theorem [21] are used when ζ 2 is of degree 8 and nonreal. We do not give any further details of this enumeration.
We now treat the cases in which χ \ S is rational. Again S is a 3-Sylow group. By Schur's theorem [21] the order of S, 3\ is at most 3\ As χ x has degree 27 we have either 6 = 3 or 4. We will first treat the case 6 = 3, ID (ii) of the flow chart. We then treat the case 6 = 4, ID (iii) of the flow chart.
Assume then that \S\ -3 s . We will show first that S is nonabelian. Suppose first S is abelian. Let χ \ S -Σί=i \ where the λâ re linear characters of S. Suppose there is an element T of order 9 in S. There must be an i for which λ^( T) is a primitive 9-th root of unity. As χ is rational all six conjugates must appear amongst the X i9 ί = 1, 2, --,7. For the remaining character λ^ we have X 3 iT) = 1 by the unimodularity of X. There can be no element of S independent from T. As there are no elements of order 27 in G [5, 3B] we see |S| <£9. Therefore S must be elementary abelian. We can write χ j S = \ + \ + λ 2 + λ 2 + λ 3 + λ 3 + λ 0 where λ 0 is the trivial character. We know χ ί of degree 27 appears as a constituent in χχ. As χ t \ S is the character of the regular representation of S, we see all linear characters of S appear as constituents of χχ \ S. Checking with the characters λ x , λ 2 , λ 3 shows that χχ \ S cannot contain 27 distinct linear characters as constituents. This means S is nonabelian. As χ I S is faithful it must contain a nonlinear constituent. As S is a 3-group its degree must be 3. Let μ be this nonlinear character and let U be the representation corresponding to it. Here U must be faithful as any proper quotient group of a group of order 27 is abelian. There is an element R in Z(S) for which μ(R) = Zu where u = e uiβ . Here U{R) = ul 3 where J 3 is the 3x3 identity matrix. This means μ is nonreal. As χ \ S is rational μ must also appear as a constituent. We see χ | S -μ + μ + λ : where \ is linear.
The constituents of χ | S are all distinct and so | C(S) \ is divisible by the primes 3 and 7 only by [5, 3F] 
. As 7 \ \ C(S) |, we see C(S) = Z(Q). This means that the principal 3-block J5 0 (3) is the only 3-block of full defect [3, I6DJ. We know Z(S) has order 3. Let <E> = Z(S). Then χ(R) = 3u + 3ΰ + X^R) = -3 + X^R). Clearly X^R) = 1 and so χ(R) = -2. In particular, if S is a 3-element and χ(S) Φ -2, then
S is not in the center of any 3-Sylow group and so 3 3 || C(S) |. We will apply this to the element τ 2 of order 3 given in Table   222 DAVID B. WALES I, §2. Here τ 2 eN(ξ) where £ is an element of order 7. We may assume τ 2 eS. By (2.1), χ(τ 2 ) = 1 and so 3 3 ||C(τ 2 )|. Let | C(r 2 ) | -3 2 c 0 where 3|c 0 . Here | C(τ 2 )/<τ 2 >| = 3c 0 . For the sake of simplicity we will replace τ 2 with T. This case will be eliminated by considering the generalized decomposition numbers for T.
Let C = C(T), C = C/<T>. We know \C\ = 3 2 c 0 , | C| = 3c 0 . If b is a 3-block of full defect of C there is a corresponding block 6 of full defect for C. The modular characters of b all have T in their kernel and can be considered as modular characters of the block b of C. If C ί is the Cartan matrix for 6, the Cartan matrix, C 19 for b is 3C lf [4, p. 154] .
Any 3-block of full defect of C has a cyclic defect group of order 3. The theory of such defect blocks can readily be applied [2] . There are two cases, (a) and (b). In case (a) there is one modular character and three ordinary characters of the same degree. The Cartan matrix is (3). In case (b) there are two modular characters and three ordinary characters. If f x and f 2 are the degrees of the modular characters, the degrees of the ordinary characters are fif /i + U U Also f x = / 2 (mod 3). The Cartan matrix is We apply these results to the principal 3-block δ o (3) of C. We first show case (a) is impossible. Suppose, then, C had one modular character in 6 0 (3). Then the principal 3-block δ o (3) of C has one modular character which is of course the trivial character φ 0 . We know that χ e B 0 (3) as there is only one 3-block of full defect. Results on generalized decomposition numbers in [3, 4] 
show χ(TS) = dφ Q (S) -d where SeC(T)
and S is 3-regular. We may pick J' = τ This shows there is exactly one character whose degree is not congruent to zero (mod 3) other than χ 0 and the four characters of degree 7. This is the character corresponding to the second row. As B 0 (S) is the only 3-block of full defect, these six characters are the only ones whose degrees are not divisible by 3. This new character must therefore be in J5 0 (7) or the degree equation could not be satisfied.
We are now in a position to obtain a contradiction if a ^ 2 where g = 7 5 α 3 δ 2 c . Certainly if α Ξ> 2, χ \ Q is irrational by Sehur's theorem. Here Q is a 5-Sylow group of G. Suppose χ is not real. By Lemma 2.1 there are at least four conjugates of χ. The conclusions of the above paragraph apply. Let P 2 (χ) = Σ a>%Vi where rj t are irreducible characters of G, P 2 (χ) is the character corresponding to the symmetric tensors of rank two for X. As χ Φ χ none of the â re linear. By (2.3) no character of degree 7 can be a constituent of P 2 (χ). As 28 is not divisible by 3, P 2 (χ) is reducible by the aboveΓ paragraph. In fact it is impossible to write P 2 (χ) as a sum of characters satisfying the above paragraph. This means χ \ Q is real. Suppose a ^ 3 where g = 7 5 α .3 δ .2 c . By [25, Th. 3.1] , χ | Q is not real. The above paragraph applies and eliminates this case. Therefore α^2. Sylow's theorem gives a = 2 or 0.
We first treat the case a = 2. By the paragraphs above we know χ is real. Therefore χχ = χχ = P 2 (χ) + C 2 (χ) where P 2 (χ) is the character corresponding to the symmetric tensors of rank two. As χ γ is a constituent of χχ we see by considering degrees that P 2 (χ) = χ 0 + χ lβ As χ 0 and χj are rational this means P 2 (χ) is rational. Using the formula for P 2 (χ) we have that χ\R) + X(R 2 ) is rational for any ReG.
We prove a lemma regarding this situation. We assume χ I Q is real. 
π) = χ(π).
In particular χ is rational when restricted to elements or order 5 in Q. As Q is abelian it must be cyclic by Schur's theorem [21] . This completes the proof of the lemma.
As there are no elements of order 125, | Q \ <Ξ 25. Let π 1 be a generator such that (TΓJ 5 -π. We know χ(ττ) = 2. Suppose χ I <2 = \ + λ, + λ 2 + λ 2 + λ 3 + λ 3 + λ 0 , where the λ { are linear characters of Q, λ 0 is the trivial character. Only two of \ 9 λ 2 , λ 3 can represent π x by a primitive 25-th root of unity. This means there are at least five conjugates of χ contradicting the above paragraphs.
We have shown then that g = 7 3 3 2 C . Sylow's theorem givesc = 3, 6, 9. The cases 3,6 are well within the known range under 20,000 [19] and there are no simple groups with these orders. If c = 9 we again mention [6, 1H] which shows 2 C ^ 12 3 3 = 324. This eliminates all cases for which 6 = 3, Case ID(ii) of the flow chart. We begin now Case ID(iii) of the flow chart in which b = 4. We show there is exactly one group of this form S 6 (2) .
We are considering groups whose orders are 7 5 α 3 4 2\ Sylow's theorem gives a = 1 (mod 2). As a ^ 6 we have a = 1, 3, or 5. We will first show that a Φ 5.
Suppose then that a = 5. Let Q be a 5-Sylow group. We know from [25, Th. this is impossible by Schur's theorem [21] . We have proved that a Φ 5 and so a must be 1 or 3.
The character χ ι of degree 27 is in a 3-block of defect 1. Let i?i(3) be the 3-block containing χ lβ As the defect group is cyclic of order 3 we may apply results in [13] . There are exactly three characters in 1^(3). The three characters in J5 X (3) may all be of degree 27, in which case two are nonreal, or there will be two degrees y ly y 2 besides 27 such that 27 + y 1 = y 2 . The degrees y ι and y 2 will be divisible by 3 3 but not 3\ By checking the various possibilities for the degrees of representations of the groups we are considering we find exactly one possibility. This is y x -189, y 2 = 216. Block separation has been used in this elimination. This means that JB 0 (7) contains characters with degrees 1, 27, 216 or characters with degrees 1, 27, 27, 27. In the latter case the tree has a branch.
It is now possible to eliminate all but eleven possible degree equations by straightforward techniques as described earlier. We do not include the details but list the degree equations not eliminated. V. This shows w Φ 2. Suppose g = 7 5 3 4 2 9 and w = 4. In this case Sylow's theorem gives I V\ = 1 (mod 5). This shows | V\ = 1 or 6. If | VΊ = 1 there would be one 5-block of full defect and so no character of degree 7. Therefore | V\ = 6. As there can be no element of order 6 in V, V must be isomorphic to S 3 as there are only two nonisomorphic groups of order six. Case (2.6) applies.
The group V is generated by an element T of order 3 and an involution /such that JTJ^ T~ι. There are three irreducible characters of V; y]o, Vι, θ. Here η 0 is the trivial character; η^T) -1, 7] 
There are therefore three 5-blocks of full defect: B 0 (5) corresponding to η 09 B x (5) corresponding to η l9 and J5 2 (5) corresponding to θ. In each case e = 4 and so each block consists of 5 ordinary characters. The degrees of characters in J5 0 (5) and B^S) are congruent to ±1 (mod 5). In B 2 (5) they are congruent to ±2 (mod 5).
Suppose there is a character, say χ 2 , of degree 162. Then χ 2 e B 2 (5) and so χ 2 (πT) = ±1. As χ 2 is of full 3-defect this is a contradiction [7, p. 579] . This shows that cases 2, 3, •••, 8 are impossible.
The cases 9, 10, 11 can be eliminated by block separation as χ 0 is the only possible character in B 0 (7) Π B Q (5).
This leaves (1) as the only possible degree equation remaining. The degrees in B 2 (5) are so far 7, 27, 512. If χ is not rational the degree equation would be 7 + 7 + 27 + 512 = 553 = 7.79 which is absurd. Therefore χ is rational.
It is now possible to show G = S 6 (2). Let J be an involution in V. As Θ(J) = 0, φ{J) = -1 by the unimodularity of X(J).
Therefore X(J) has six eigenvalues -1 and one eigenvalue 1. As G is simple the conjugates of J generate G.
We consider the group G = G x Z 2 and a representation X of G given by X(α, b) = X(a)η(b) where aeG, be Z 2 . Here η is the nontrivial character of Z 2 , Z 2 is the group of order 2. As X is rational and of odd degree it can be written in the real field [22] . We may assume the matrices are orthogonal. If
The same is true of any conjugate. The group generated by these conjugates is G as can be quickly checked. This group is then a group generated by reflections in R τ . These groups have all been classified as Weyl groups of certain Dynkin diagrams containing seven elements [10, 11, 26] . These are A 7 > B 7 , D 2 , E 7 . The only group with the correct order is the Weyl group of E Ί . It is known that the Weyl group of E 7 has a subgroup of index 2 isomorphic to S β (2) and that it has a complex irreducible representation of degree 7 [14] . The case g = 7 5 3 4 2 6 can be handled similarly. All degree equations can be eliminated.
We now proceed to the case g -7 5 3 3 4 2 C . Sylow's theorem gives c = 4, 7, 10. The cases 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9 can be eliminated by a routine use of the established techniques. For example in cases 1 and 7 the character of degree 512 implies c = 10. However the character of degree 512 is then of 2-defect 1 and so must occur with multiplicity two. In cases 2, 8, and 9 the characters of degree 20 cannot be in B 0 (5) and the cases are eliminated by 5-bloek separation. In case 6 there is a rational representation of degree 8 contradicting [21] .
The remaining cases 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 will be eliminated by examining a 3-Sylow group of G. It will be shown there is a self centralizing element π 9 of order 9. As 5 3 1 g we know that χ \ P 5 is not real by [25, Th. 3.1] . By Lemma 2.1 there are at least four conjugates of χ. The cases can be eliminated by showing it is impossible to complete the 7Γ 9 column of the character table. The decompositions of χχ and χχ together with equations (2.1)-(2.3) will be used. As no groups arise we sometimes only sketch the arguments.
We first show there is a self centralizing element of order 9. Let T generate the defect group of B^S). Then, as B^S) is not of defect 0, χ,{T) Φ 0 by [3] . As g χ 2 
(T)/\ C(T) | 27 is an algebraic integer 3
4 ||C(Γ)|. Therefore Q is nonabelian where Q is a 3-Sylow group of G. As earlier using the fact that χ | Q is rational we obtain χ\Q = μ + fi + \ where μ has degree three. The representation U corresponding to μ can be written in monomial form.
There must be an abelian subgroup of order 27. Let M be any abelian subgroup of order 27. Let χ \ M -ΣJ =1 ζ;. Suppose there is an element of order 9 in M. If ζ ί represents it faithfully all six conjugates must appear in χ | M. Therefore d is faithful and M is cyclic. This is a contradiction and shows M is elementary abelian.
The matrices U(M) may be picked as all diagonal matrices of the form As U{R Z ) = 0 C 0 we have C 3 = 1. We may choose R so that
Lo o c]
C -1 or p where p = e 2ίrΐ/3
. Picking R with C = p gives an element τr 9 of order 9. The eigenvalues of χ(π 9 ) are distinct and so | C(π 9 ) | is a 3-group by [5, 3F] and the fact 7||C(ττ 9 )|. If 3 3 ||C(7Γ 9 )| there would be an abelian subgroup of order 27 which was not elementary. This means ττ 9 is self centralizing. We have also shown χ(7Γ 9 ) = 1.
The value of χ 0 and the four characters of degree 7 on π Q is 1. Let η 19 •• ,τ) There must be at least one character from 2? 0 (7) amongst the r] i and in the 5 remaining cases such degrees can be given explicitly. In case 5 the characters of degree 64 must be amongst the 7] { . In cases 3 and 10 the character of degree 160 and in cases 4 and 11 the character of degree 1000 must be one of the %. From the tree in each case it can be seen the value is real and except for case 5 is rational and so the value 6; can be obtained by its congruence mod 3.
We now show there are at least two rj i occurring as constituents of χχ. As χχ has at least three constituents the same is true of χχ. This implies P 2 (χ) or C 2 (χ) must be reducible. From (2.2) and (2.3) we see that P 2 (χ) has no constituents of degree 7 and C 2 (χ) has at most one. If P 2 (χ) is reducible there are two constituents of degree 14. As P 2 (χ)(π 9 ) is 1 they are not both equal. If C 2 (χ) is reducible there is one constituent of degree 7 and one of degree 14. In any case there are at least two new constituents. Their values on π 9 can be readily evaluated. In each case it is now impossible to satisfy (5.5). This completes the final case in Section ID of the flow chart. 6* The case s = 2. In this section we consider the case s = 2. There is one group PSL (2, 8) , of order 504, of this kind, case II in Theorem I. This is section II of the flow chart. There are five characters in B 0 (7) , χ 0 the trivial character, χ 1 of degree congruent to ±1 (mod 7) and three exceptional characters χj, χjj, χ 3 whose degrees are congruent to ±2 (mod 7). There are two possible degree equations where ΎJ has constituents of zero 7-defect. Here a and b are nonnegative integers. As the degree of χχ is 49 and the degree of η is divisible by 7 it is clear that either a Φ 0 and x γ = -1 (mod 7) or b Φ 0 and x\ = 2 (mod 7). This means that x, -6, 20, 27, 48 or x\ -2, 9, 16. The only degree equations possible for G are then (a) 1 + 5-6, (b) 1 + 1-2, (c) 1 + 8-9, (d) 1 + 15-16. The first case (a) is impossible by [5] or [17] . In case (b) G f is of index 2. But then G r has a normal 7-complement and is not simple [5] . It can also be eliminated by [1] or [2] . In case (c) 2-block and 3-block separation imply g -7 5 α 3 2 2 3 . As there is a rational character of degree 8 a ^ 2 by Schur [21] . Sylow's theorem gives a -0. There is one simple group PSL (2, 8) of order 504 [19] . It has a representation of degree 7 by [15] . One can also work out the character table quite easily.
In 7* The case s -3. We now consider the case s -3, G -G'* Thus G is simple by [5,8A] . This is section III of the flow chart. In this case B 0 (7) contains χ 0J two characters χ lt χ 2 whose degrees are congruent to ±1 (mod 7), and two exceptional characters χj, χ 2 0 whose degrees are congruent to ±3 (mod 7). If x { -degree χ i9 x\ -degree χΐ for i -1, 2 the degree equation becomes one of
As in § §2 and 6 we have . We may also assume that χ x or χj adjoins χ 0 on the stem as χχ is a sum of principal indecomposables [9] If there is a character of degree 3, then G = PSL (2, 7) by [1, 2, or 17] . Also, PSL (2, 7) has a character of degree 7 by [15] . Alternatively, the character table for PSL (2, 7) can be quickly worked out. This is Case IV of Theorem I.
We will show that when x x = 6 G ~ PSL (2,7) ; when x λ = 20,G = A 8 , when x ι = 27, G = 27 3 (3). The remaining cases can all be eliminated. The methods are similar to those of earlier chapters but in general much simpler because there are only two missing degrees in the degree equation. The details will not all be given.
Suppose that x L = 6 and χ ι adjoins χ 0 on the stem. This means that %! %! contains χ 2 as a constituent in case (a) or χ\ as a constituent in case (b) by an argument involving the tree. In particular χ 2 or χj has degree at most 21 as (χj 2 has constituents of degrees 15 and 21 corresponding to the symmetric and skew symmetric tensors. The possible degree equations are (i) 1 + 8 = 6 + 3 and (ii) 1 + 15 = 6 + 10 .
Case (i) is again by [1 or 2] , PSL (2, 7) .
In case (ii), χ x is in J5 0 (5) by 5-block separation. [As χ x is rational, By block separation B 0 (5) Π B 0 (S) = B 0 (5). In particular χ^Boβ) and so 6^3 [12,90.19] . Let ττ 3 be an element of order 3 in the center of a 3-Sylow group. As χ 1 is rational, fcto) = 3, 0, -3. As χ^BoίS), χ ι (π Λ ) = -3. This implies χ(ττ 3 ) = χ*(7τ 3 ) = -2. Computing a(π, π, π 3 ) [6-3.1, 3.2] now gives a negative value and so a contradiction. This case is therefore impossible.
Suppose x\ = 10 and χj adjoins χ 0 on the stem. Using arguments involving the tree we see x 2 ^ 100. The only degree equations possible are (i) 1 + 15 = 6 + 10 (ii) 1 + 36-10 + 27.
Case (i) is eliminated as in the above paragraph. In case ii, χl is rational when restricted to a 5-Sylow group and so 5 3 |#. The case g = 7 5
2 3 & 2 C is eliminated by 5-block separation on χj and χl. The case 7 5 3 δ 2 c is eliminated by 5-block separation with J5 0 (5). If χ ι = 48 or x\ -24 an argument similar to that of § 3 applies to give g -7 3 6 2 C . This case can be eliminated as there must be a degree congruent to ±1 of the form 2 β or 3 r . These few cases can all be easily eliminated.
There are two cases remaining, x t -20 and x λ -27 with χ t adjacent to χ 0 on the stem. We can apply the same tree arguments to see that χj or χ 2 has degree at most 210 if x ι -20 and at most 378 if x L -27. There are only a few possibilities and all but the following three can be easily eliminated using techniques already discussed.
(i) 1 + 64-20 + 45 (ii) 1 + 32-27 + 6 (iii) 1 + 50 -27 + 24 .
In case (ii) the order is 7 5 α 3 3 2 6 by block separation. As χ t has degree 6 and is rational α^l by [21] . By Sylow's theorem a -0. There is exactly one simple group with this order, Z7 3 (3), [19] . It is known to have a representation of degree 7. For example, a character table is given in [16] .
In case (i), χ L of degree 20 is rational. As in § 4, % 1 cannot be in i?o(5). Block separation now gives g -7 5 3 δ 2 6 . This means δ -2 or 8. For b -2 the order is 20160. There are two known simple groups of this order A 8 and PSL (3, 4) . Only A 8 has a character of degree 7. The character table can be completed in a routine way to the character table of A 6 . By [20] , G must be A B . The case 6 -8 can be eliminated by closely examining C(π) and noting | V\ = 2, 12, or 72.
The third case is, curiously enough, quite troublesome. We do not give full details but just sketch the argument. Block separation on the characters of degrees 50 and 27 gives g -7 5
2 3 3 2 C . Sylow's theorem gives c -3, 6, 9.
If χ is real P 2 (χ) -χ 0 + % x and so P 2 (χ) is rational. By Lemma 5.1 a 5-Sylow group is cyclic. This case can now be eliminated using [13] . This shows χ is not real. By Lemma 2.1 there are at least four conjugates of χ.
As in § 5 it can be shown that the 3-Sylow group is nonabelian. Let T be an element of order 3 not in the center. The decomposition numbers for C(T) can be analyzed. The analysis is not as easy as in § 5 as there is no involution inverting a 7-element. As in § 5 there are two possible Cartan matrices (9) and 3 g Using χ 0 , χ 2 , and the four characters of degree 7 and carefully analyzing the possible decomposition matrices this case can be eliminated.
8* The case GφG\
We now discuss the case in which GφG\ This is case IV of the flow chart. It is shown in [5] that G' is a simple group and so X (G f ) is one of the representations already obtained. The candidates for G' are PSL (2, 7) , PSL (2, 8) , A 8 and U 3 (S). G r could not be S β (2) as | N(P)/C(P) j = 6 in this case and so any extension would have an element in C(ξ) where ξ is an element of order 7. For the same reason | G: G r | = 2 if G' is PSL (2,7) , A s or U*(S); \G:G'\ = 3 if G r is PSL (2, 8) . If a is an element of G not in G r the map Θ a : ξ -• ξ a , ξ e G' is an automorphism of G f . As a cannot commute with an element of order 7, θ a cannot be the identity automorphism. It cannot be an inner automorphism as no element aη, η e G', can commute with an element of order 7. Therefore θ a is an outer automorphism. The automorphisms of our groups are all known. A very readable account without proofs using the fact they are all Chevalley groups can be found in [9] .
In the case of PSL (2, 8) , {θ a f is an inner automorphism as α 3 eG'. By taking θjj where rj is an inner automorphism we can assume (θ a y = θ e as in G a 7-element is self centralizing. We see then that G is the semidirect product of G by <(# α >. If A is the automorphism group of PSL (2, 8) , I(A) the inner automorphism group, then A/I(A) has an element of order 3 generated by a field automorphism. There are seven such extensions all isomorphic. We may assume then the extension is induced by a field automorphism. From the character table [15] , PSL (2, 8) has four characters of degree 7 and so one must lift.
In the remaining case (θ a ) 2 is an inner automorphism as a 2 eG'. In each of the remaining cases there is exactly one element of order 2 in A/I(A). It must be θ a . By taking an element aη instead of a we can assume (θ a ) 2 = θ e the identity automorphism. In this case α 2 must commute with all elements of G r and so must be e. This shows that G is uniquely determined as the semidirect product of G r and <(ay with the automorphism θ a .
In each of the groups PSL (2,7), A 8 , and C7" 3 (3), there is exactly one rational character of degree 7. This means θ a must leave it fixed and so the character of degree 7 can be lifted to G.
In the case of PSL (2, 7) there is certainly only one representation of degree 7 as the sum of the squares of the degrees in B Q (7) is 168-7
2
. The element a can be taken | n 1 /I 0 -1 M
